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Cruise Restart Pushed Further Back as  
7 Major Lines Cancel More Sailings 

& More on the 5G/Covid-19 Connection 
 

Norwegian Cruise Line just became the first of the world’s big cruise brands to give up 
on the idea of a June restart to cruising. 
 
The Miami-based cruise operator on Tuesday canceled all departures through the end 
of June — a move that pushes out its planned restart to at least early July. 
 
Until Tuesday, Norwegian only had canceled sailings through the end of May. 
 
Norwegian’s two smaller sister brands, Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises, also pushed back their restart dates by a month to early July. 
 
Norwegian is the world’s fourth-biggest cruise line by passenger capacity. With 
Tuesday’s announcement, it becomes the first of the world’s five biggest cruise lines to 
have halted all sailings until early July. 
 
The world’s three biggest cruise brands — Royal Caribbean, Carnival Cruise Line and 
MSC Cruises — have canceled all or most cruises through the end of May but not into 
June.   
 
The world’s fifth-biggest cruise line, Princess Cruises, has canceled some — but not all 
— sailings through the end of June. 
 
The announcements from Norwegian and its sister brands are a blow to fans of the lines 
who had hoped their most recently announced restart dates would hold. Many have 
been optimistic that the recent rollout of Covid vaccines and falling case counts in many 
parts of the world would allow for at least some of the brands’ cruises to take place in 
June. 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line operates some of the newest ships in the cruise business, 
including the recently unveiled 4,004-passenger Norwegian Encore.  
 
But it’s looking increasingly unlikely that there will be a meaningful amount of cruising in 
many parts of the world before July at the earliest. 
 
In North America, in particular, cruise lines have been grappling with a road map for a 
return to cruising issued by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
that lays out a long period of testing and approvals before cruising can resume. 
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Issued in October as a “framework for conditional sailing” order, the road map includes 
a testing period for new anti-coronavirus protocols on ships that have yet to begin. After 
that, cruise operators can apply for what the CDC is calling a Conditional Sailing 
Certificate in a process that could take an additional 60 days. 
 
Cruise lines also face roadblocks to a return to cruising in the form of the many 
coronavirus-related travel restrictions that destinations around the world continue to 
impose.  But I wonder if the cruise industry has been in on the Covid-19 virus scam from 
the beginning.  Wikipedia has a page listing “films about viral outbreaks.” I count 134 
titles. Obviously, the theme has legs.  A few of the more famous movies: I am Legend; 
The Omega Man; The Andromeda Strain; Outbreak; Maze Runner: The Death Cure; 
Resident Evil: Apocalypse; Contagion.  Ridiculous plots; fear porn; but they soften up 
the public to accept the notion of pandemics.   
 
Yes, and individuals who work for the CDC, WHO, and other public health individuals 
have been technical consultants to the Hollywood business of making such films.  It 
turns out that designing a movie about a pandemic is pretty much the same sort of 
project as designing a fake COVID pandemic in the world.   
 
The 134 Hollywood movies about outbreaks of viruses aren’t only programming 
audiences. They’re instruction manuals for planners who launch fake pandemics.  Bill 
Gates predicted a coronavirus-style pandemic would sweep the population in a Netflix 
documentary. The Microsoft tycoon talked about a virus breaking out, in one episode of 
the Explained series aired in 2019.  He warned of the likelihood of a virus forming in one 
of China’s wet markets – just like the one in Wuhan where coronavirus is believed to 
have originated. Bill said we’re not prepared to contain a pandemic and warned it could 
‘kill millions of people’.    
 
Cruising has resumed in a limited way over the past nine months in parts of Europe, led 
by Europe-based lines such as MSC Cruises and TUI Cruises. A handful of ships also 
have resumed sailings in Asia, including one Royal Caribbean vessel. But, so far, no 
ocean cruising has resumed in North America on a permanent basis. 
 
In November, one small cruise company, SeaDream Yacht Club, attempted to resume 
voyages in the Caribbean out of Barbados with a small vessel. But the sailing did not go 
well. It ended with a COVID-19 outbreak and passengers quarantined in their cabins. 
The line subsequently canceled all remaining cruises for the winter season. 
 
The only cruise vessels that currently are operating in North America are two small 
vessels that sail on U.S. rivers and intracoastal waterways. They just resumed service 
this week. 
 
Cruising fans were hit with another wave of cancellations on Tuesday as seven major 
cruise lines pushed back their restart dates in all or parts of the world.  The cruise 
industry remains in denial of the real problem, and it is not the Covid-19 virus, it is 5G 
EMF toxic wireless energy.  It may be years before the cruise industry comes back, if 
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ever!  I follow the cruise industry very closely, as it was the very first  to experience and 
feel the full effects of 5G wireless communications in January, 2020 with an outbreak of 
a mystery virus.   
 
It all began with the Diamond Princess, a cruise ship registered in the UK, and owned 
and operated by Princess Cruises. During a cruise that began on January 20, 2020, 
when positive cases of COVID-19 linked to the COVID-19 pandemic were confirmed on 
the ship in February, 2020.  712 people out of 3,711 became infected (567 out of 2,666 
passengers and 145 out of 1,045 crew), and 14 people, all of them passengers, died. At 
the time, the ship accounted for over half the reported cases of SARS-CoV-2 outside of 
mainland China.  The events of the first three months provide a backdrop to something 
of an even greater mystery.  There are too many coincidences in this connect-the-dots 
drama.  It will help to follow the dates in this summary. 
 
An 80-year-old passenger from Hong Kong, China, had embarked in Yokohama, Japan 
on 20 January. He had been in Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, China on 10 January, 
then returned to Hong Kong and flew to Tokyo on 17 January to board the ship. He 
developed a cough on 19 January, but he went on board.  He left the cruise when the 
ship reached Hong Kong on 25 January. 
 
The cruise continued. On 31 January, the ship docked in Taiwan, which according to 
Vice Premier Chen Chi-mai was "the earliest country to activate epidemic prevention 
measures against this disease."  A paper in the Journal of Medical Internet Research 
authored by Chen, describes how the passengers of the COVID-19 stricken cruise ship 
were later traced using mobile phone geolocation, and how their 627,386 contacts were 
alerted through text messaging. 
 
On 1 February, the ship called at Naha Port in Okinawa and was quarantined. On the 
same day, the 80-year-old man who disembarked in Hong Kong six days earlier tested 
positive for COVID-19. Having a fever, he went to the hospital and got tested. Hong 
Kong's Department of Health immediately contacted the agent of the ship's operating 
company, but the ship did not immediately inform the passengers and they were notified 
about that on 3 February, two days later. Over the next few days, the cruise ship had 
shows and dance parties as usual and also continued to open public facilities that 
attract large crowds, including fitness clubs, theatres, casinos, bars, and buffet-style 
restaurants.  
 
On the evening of 3 February, the cruise ship returned to Yokohama Port and anchored 
off the coast of Daikoku Pier without docking. The Japanese government decided to re-
quarantine the ship unusually because there may be infected persons. Officials of the 
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare boarded the ship for quarantine. 
 
On 4 February, tests revealed infections of 10 out of 31 people tested. The authorities 
immediately decided to isolate all passengers on board for 14 days.  On 5 February, the 
authorities announced positive test results for SARS-CoV-2 for 10 people on board, the 
cancellation of the cruise, and that the ship was entering quarantine for 14 days based 
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on World Health Organization guidelines. A total of 3,700 passengers and crew were 
quarantined by the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare for what was 
expected to be a 14-day period, off Yokohama.  
 
On 7 February, the total number of people on board with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 
infections grew to 61.  Another three cases were detected on 8 February, bringing the 
total to 64. On 9 February, six cases were detected, while another 65 were detected on 
10 February, bringing the total to 135. The numbers overwhelmed local medical 
facilities, and stricken passengers were divided into three groups according to condition, 
and evacuated to suitable locations, allowing intensive care to perform as intended. On 
11 February, 39 more people tested positive for the virus, including one quarantine 
officer, bringing the total to 174.  Passengers with confirmed cases were reported to be 
taken ashore for treatment.  On 13 February, 44 more people tested positive for the 
virus, bringing the total to 218. On 15 February 67 more people were reported to be 
infected, bringing the total to 285.  On 16 February 70 more people were reported to be 
infected, bringing the total to 355. The next day on 17 February, the Ministry of Health, 
Labor and Welfare confirmed 99 more cases, raising the total to 454, 33 of whom were 
crew members.  On 18 February, another 88 cases were confirmed, bringing the total to 
542. 
 
On the morning of 17 February (Japan time), two U.S. government-chartered planes 
departed for the United States, carrying hundreds of U.S. citizens who were passengers 
of the cruise ship. Among about 400 cruise passengers, 328 boarded the planes, 
excluding those who expressed their intention to stay on the ship and 44 under 
treatment in Japan.  The U.S. government initially asked Japan to keep them on board 
for 14 days based on the CDC guideline despite the proposal by the Japanese 
government to bring American passengers back home early. The U.S. government, 
however, changed its policy to return home on 15 February. The first plane landed at 
Travis Air Force Base in California at midnight on 16 February (U.S. Time), and the 
other plane landed at Joint Base San Antonio in Texas on the early morning of 17th 
(U.S. Time).  Canada, Hong Kong, Australia and Italy also followed the United States 
within a few days.  There were 164 Australian passengers, of which 24 were infected, 
and eight were sent for 14 days quarantine to Darwin. 
 
On 18 February, Michael J. Ryan, Executive Director of the World Health Organization's 
Health Emergencies Programme, said that Japan's measures to quarantine passengers 
and staff on board at the Yokohama Port for two weeks were preferable to having them 
scattered throughout the world. However, he said that he was disappointed at the 
continued increase in the number of infected people.  
 
On 18 February, Kentaro Iwata, an infectious disease expert at Kobe University, 
uploaded a video on YouTube in which he raised questions about the measures taken 
to prevent epidemics on the "Diamond Princess" shortly after boarding the ship. He 
removed it on 20 February. 
 
On 19 February, passengers with negative test results began to disembark. 
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On 20 February, the World Health Organization's Director-General reported the total 
number of the cases outside of China to be 1,076, and stated that over half of these 
cases occurred among the passengers on the Diamond Princess.  By late March, it was 
stated that 712 of 3,711 people on the Diamond Princess, or 19.2%, had been infected 
by COVID-19.  So we are told, but the virus has yet to be proved to exist.  Seriously, in 
another report I am working on, 50 countries were asked for the evidence that the 
SARS2-Cov-19 has been isolated and confirmed.  Not a single country’s health 
agencies have yet to prove its existence.  Zero, nada, zilch!  Proof requires scientific 
evidence, not assumptions.  
 
The Diamond Princess began undergoing a cleaning and disinfection process at 
Daikoku Pier in Yokohama Port photographed on 1 March 2020.   
 
By 1 March, all passengers and crew members had disembarked from the ship. 
 
In early March 2020, Indonesia evacuated 69 Indonesian crew of Diamond Princess, 
after their COVID-19 test results in Japan were negative. However, an Indonesian naval 
hospital ship bringing them to Sebaru Island for a mandatory quarantine period had two 
crew ill. All were tested again; 67 passed the second test, but two did not and were 
retested with a more accurate, different test, with one negative and one positive result. 
The 68 people with negative tests disembarked at Sebaru Island for observation and the 
one positive case was evacuated by helicopter to Persahabatan Hospital.  Eventually, 
all 69 crew members received negative COVID-19 test results. 
 
A little known fact is that the Diamond Princess was sporting some new high tech 5G 
large protective globes. An earlier news release explained that “Princess Cruises has 
announced a new dimension in its connectivity partnership with SES and will become 
the first global cruise ship fleet with early access to SES’s O3b mPOWER network 
augmenting the Princess Medallion Class experience as it scales across the fleet, 
according to a press release.” Cruise Industry News, February 3, 2020.   
 
Was there a connection between the newly installed 5G network on the ship and the 
passengers being struck ill with coronavirus?  It should be noted that only the Princess 
cruise line that had installed the 5G had outbreaks of COVID-19. In March, 2020, the 
Grand Princess had outbreaks of COVID-19 before docking in San Francisco. The Ruby 
Princess was reported to have had an outbreak of COVID-19 involving 600 passengers 
prior to docking on March 19, 2020, at Sydney, Australia. All of those ships are 
Medallion Class ships with the new 5G white colored globes connectivity from SES’s 
O3b mPOWER. 
 
SES explains on their website that the O3b mPOWER is a next-generation 5G satellite 
signal system.   
 

Studies Prove Connection Between 5G and COVID-19 Symptoms. 
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What is the effect of 5G on humans? Dr. Magda Havas, Ph.D, sought to answer that 
question. Dr. Havas “compared the average number of cases, deaths, and tests for 
covid-19 per million population in states with and without 5G.” 
 
Dr. Havas found that the standardized testing for states with and without 5G was 
similar. But he discovered a real difference in COVID-19 cases per million population for 
those states that deployed 5G.  Dr. Havas found that “Covid-19 cases per million are 
95% higher and Covid-19 deaths per million are 126% higher in states with 5G.” 
 

Covid-19 cases, deaths and tests standardized for population density (data courtesy of 
A. Tsiang). 
A Spanish study proved that countries with 5G had 220% more COVID-19 infections 
than countries that had not deployed 5G. 
 
“The results obtained demonstrate a clear and close relationship between the 
rate of coronavirus infections and 5G antenna location.” 
 
“The case of San Marino is particularly significant. It was the first state in the 
world to install 5G and therefore, the state whose citizens have been exposed to 
5G radiation the longest, and suspiciously, the first state in the world with 
infections. The probability of this happening is 1 in 37,636.” 
 
Indeed, San Marino is truly a stark indicator of 5G culpability for COVID-19. It was the 
first European state to adopt 5G technology and had virtually no regulations on its use. 
Notably, San Marino has the highest incident per 1,000 population of COVID-19 in 
Europe. Indeed, its rate is a whopping 27X times greater than the infection rate in 
Croatia. Why such a stark difference between San Marino and Croatia? The reason is 
that Croatia does not have 5G. 
 

5G Explains Cruise Ship COVID-19 Outbreak 
Does 5G explain the COVID-19 outbreak on the Princess cruise ships?  A researcher 
has studied the COVID-19 outbreak aboard the Diamond Princess and he concluded 
the following: 
 
When the Diamond Princess data was compared to the controls, it’s clear that the death 
and infection rates of the Diamond Princess significantly surpass the death and infection 

https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-networks-and-coronavirus-outbreaks-2/
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-networks-and-coronavirus-outbreaks-2/
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
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rates of all the control data. Ongoing use of 5G can result in potential harm to 
populations. For the above reasons, this paper concludes that 5G wireless technology 
radiation is a probable factor for causing Covid-19 outbreaks, but still identifies other 
causes that still need to be tested. Governments are recommended to impose a 
moratorium on 5G wireless technology until it can be proven that this technology is safe 
for humans and the environment. 
 

 
 
Diamond Princess on or about February 5, 2020, Docked at Tokyo Bay during Its 
COVID-19 Quarantine. (Photograph: Philip Fong/Getty Images) 
 
Ask yourself what did the passengers and crew do during their quarantine period on the 
Diamond Princess.  Chances are they were sequestered in their cabins and had meals 
served to them in their cabins.  Think about how they passed time.  They were watching 
television, movies, on their cell phones, and their computers if the passengers took with 
them on the cruise.  Simply they were taking advantage of the Medallion 5G day and 
night, and likely their only diversion while held up in their cabins!  
 

Wuhan is China’s Experimental City For 5G 
China has one of the largest 5G networks in the world. In November 2019, the Chinese 
government announced plans to blanket China with more than 130,000 5G base 
stations. 
 

http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
http://alchemistcook.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-potential-dangers-of-5g-radiation.html
https://www.wired.com/story/diamond-princess-coronavirus-covid-19-tokyo-bay/
https://www.wired.com/story/diamond-princess-coronavirus-covid-19-tokyo-bay/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-50258287
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Wuhan, China, which started the entire alleged COVID-19 pandemic, was interestingly 
enough one of the first cities in China to be blanketed with 5G technology. The plans to 
blanket Wuhan in 5G bandwidth was announced in April, 2018. The Chinese 
government announced that “by 2020, 5G network will cover every corner of the city.” 
 
Sure enough, right on cue, as soon as the 5G network was fired up in Wuhan, the 
citizens started dropping like flies with symptoms that exactly mirrored the symptoms 
associated with COVID-19. 
 
Indeed, the very hospital that treated most of the Wuhan COVID-19 patients was, itself, 
bathed in 5G electromagnetic radiation.  We will now jump ahead a year and look at the 
state of the cruise industry around the world. 
 
Until last Tuesday, Royal Caribbean only had canceled sailings through the end of April. 
Perhaps the most notable announcement came from Royal Caribbean, the world’s 
largest cruise line, which extended its year-long halt to nearly all departures through 
early June. In doing so, Royal Caribbean is joining such cruise brands as Norwegian 
Cruise Line and Carnival Cruise Line in giving up on the idea of a widespread May 
restart. 
 
Royal Caribbean’s smaller sister brands Celebrity Cruises and Silversea on Tuesday 
also pushed back their restarts by a month to early June, while its soon-to-be-sold sister 
brand Azamara delayed its restart all the way through the start of July. 
 
Three other lines — Holland America, Princess Cruises and Seabourn — canceled 
some sailings through the start of July. 
 
The moves are a blow to fans of the lines who had hoped their most recently 
announced restart dates would hold. Many cruisers have been optimistic that the recent 
rollout of COVID vaccines and falling case counts would allow for at least some cruises 
in many parts of the world to take place in May and June. 
 
Royal Caribbean operates the world’s biggest cruise ships and is the world’s biggest 
cruise line.  But it’s looking increasingly unlikely that there will be a meaningful amount 
of cruising in many parts of the world before July at the earliest.  Don’t bet on it!  There 
are no signs of solving the 5G wireless technologies which are detrimental to human 
life.   
 
In North America, in particular, cruise lines have been grappling with a road map for a 
return to cruising issued by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
that lays out a long period of testing and approvals before cruising can resume. 
 
Issued in October as a “framework for conditional sailing” order, the road map includes 
a testing period for new anti-coronavirus protocols on ships that has yet to begin. After 
that, cruise operators can apply for what the CDC is calling a Conditional Sailing 
Certificate in a process that could take an additional 60 days. 

http://en.hubei.gov.cn/news/newslist/201804/t20180416_1275769.shtml
http://en.hubei.gov.cn/news/newslist/201804/t20180416_1275769.shtml
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-03-13/Huawei-builds-5G-network-at-Wuhan-Huoshenshan-Hospital-OP6qhHRc1G/index.html
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-03-13/Huawei-builds-5G-network-at-Wuhan-Huoshenshan-Hospital-OP6qhHRc1G/index.html
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/celebrity/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/silversea/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/azamara/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/holland-america/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/princess/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/seabourn/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cdc-lifts-no-sail-order/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cdc-lifts-no-sail-order/
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Cruise lines also face roadblocks to a return to cruising in the form of the many 
coronavirus-related travel restrictions that destinations around the world continue to 
impose.   
 
Cruising has resumed in a very limited way over the past nine months in parts of 
Europe, led by Europe-based lines such as MSC Cruises and TUI Cruises. A handful of 
ships also have resumed sailings in Asia, including one Royal Caribbean vessel. But, so 
far, no line has successfully resumed sailings in North America. 
 
In November, one small cruise company, SeaDream Yacht Club, attempted to resume 
voyages in the Caribbean out of Barbados with a small vessel. But the sailing did not go 
well. It ended with a COVID-19 outbreak and passengers quarantined in their cabins. 
The line subsequently canceled all remaining cruises for the winter season. 
 
Royal Caribbean’s latest round of cancellations applies to all sailings departing through 
the end of May with the exception of a handful of departures in Asia that only will be 
open to local residents. 
 
The new cruises that were canceled Tuesday at Holland America, Princess and 
Seabourn include all Europe departures through the end of June. 
 
Princess also canceled departures to the Caribbean, Mexican Riviera and California 
Coast through the end of June. Princess now only has a handful of Alaska sailings still 
on its schedule for May and June. Otherwise, its schedule now shows no departures 
anywhere in the world until early July.   
 
All cruise lines around the world halted departures in March of last year as the 
coronavirus outbreak grew and many have yet to restart operations. Carnival, 
Norwegian, Celebrity, Princess and Holland America are among the major lines that 
haven’t operated a single departure since March 2020. 
 
You might think that after a 12-month-stretch that has seen almost no cruising around 
the world, cruise lines would be cutting back on the number of new ships they have on 
order.  But that hasn’t been the case. 
 
None of the world’s major cruise lines has canceled a single ship order since the 
coronavirus pandemic brought cruising to a halt in early 2020. 
 
Indeed, in what may seem counter-intuitive, many major lines are plowing ahead with 
plans to grow cabin capacity significantly over the coming years — even as they 
contend with the lingering effects of a worldwide pandemic on operations and bookings. 
A count of new ships on order at all major cruise lines found that there still are more 
than 100 new oceangoing vessels on the way — a significant sum considering the 
world’s major lines currently operate fewer than 300 ocean ships.  That is down from 
320 ships before the virus issue occurred in January, 2020. 
 

https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-ships-resume-greece/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-ships-resume-greece/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/msc-cruises-ship-grandiosa-covid-free/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/royal-caribbean-resumes-cruises/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/first-caribbean-cruise-seadream-boarding-process/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/first-caribbean-cruise-seadream-boarding-process/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/more-passengers-test-positive-for-covid-on-caribbean-cruise-ship/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/covid-cruise-ship-caribbean-seadream/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-lines-begin-canceling-alaska-sailings/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-lines-begin-canceling-alaska-sailings/
https://thepointsguy.com/guide/when-cruise-ships-lines-resume/
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MSC Cruises alone has five giant new vessels on order for delivery by 2025, with 
options for six more for delivery between 2026 and 2030. This for a line that currently 
has just 18 vessels. Norwegian Cruise Line, which currently has 17 ships, has six more 
vessels on order for delivery by 2027. Royal Caribbean also has six ships on order. It 
currently operates 24 vessels.  It would appear management is optimistic about future 
sailings. 
 
MSC Cruises executive chairman Pierfrancesco Vago took delivery of the 4,842-
passenger MSC Virtuosa on Feb. 1, 2021, at a ceremony at the Chantiers de 
l’Atlantique shipyard in St. Nazaire, France. The ship now sits idle. (Photo by Ivan 
Sarfatti courtesy of MSC Cruises). 
 
And then there’s fast-growing Viking, which has nearly a dozen ocean vessels on order 
as well as several river ships on order. 
 
Other major lines that have new ships on the way include: 
 
Princess Cruises (three ships) 
Disney Cruise Line (three ships) 
Celebrity Cruises (three ships) 
Carnival Cruise Line (one ship) 
Oceania Cruises (two ships) 
Regent Seven Seas Cruises (one ship) 
 
Since the start of the coronavirus-caused industrywide shutdown, many of these lines 
have been cutting costs by shedding older ships. Carnival and Holland America have 
each removed four older vessels from their fleets in recent months, for instance, with 
some of the ships heading to scrapyards. Royal Caribbean has sold off two older 
vessels. 
 
The lines also have negotiated delays in the delivery dates of new ships with shipyards 
for a number of vessels scheduled to arrive this year and next year. 
 
But they have shied away from canceling new orders outright.  They do not want to lose 
out on business, believing things will return to normal.  Folks, as major voices in the 
media have been saying, normal are gone forever!   
 
Cruise line executives say there’s logic to their strategy. Cruise ships can take years to 
build, forcing cruise executives to forecast demand far into the future when ordering 
vessels. And their forecast now is that demand for cruises in three, five, 10 or even 20 
years will be far higher than it is today.  Either they are still in the dark about issues 
because of 5G wireless EMF toxic energy, or they live in denial.   
 
Put simply: They need the ships, they think. 
 

https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/msc/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/msc-cruises-massive-new-ship-order/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/norwegian/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/norwegian-cruise-line-ordering-smaller-ships/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/norwegian-cruise-line-ordering-smaller-ships/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/royal-caribbean/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/princess/
https://thepointsguy.com/guide/disney-cruise-line/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/celebrity/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/carnival/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/oceania/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/holland-america/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/carnival-corporation-removes-more-ships-from-fleet/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/royal-caribbean-removes-two-cruise-ships/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/royal-caribbean-removes-two-cruise-ships/
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“There are plenty of new ships on order, but to be honest with you, they are going to be 
needed,” Arnold Donald, the CEO of the world’s largest cruise company, Carnival Corp., 
noted in October at a cruise conference. “There will be demand. There will be need for 
capacity. Shipbuilding will stay robust in terms of bringing new ships into the global 
fleets.” 
 
Mr. Donald noted that only 30 million people in the world take a cruise each year — a 
small fraction of the 500 million people he said took some sort of vacation annually.  I 
guess that he is unfamiliar with Agenda 2030, or the Global Reset planned by Klaus 
Schwab and the House of Rothschild. 
 
At the same cruise conference, Richard Fain, the chairman and CEO of the world’s 
second-largest cruise company, Royal Caribbean Group, also made clear that he 
expected demand for cruising to grow strongly in the long term, resulting in a need for 
more ships. 
 
The first block of a new Royal Caribbean ship scheduled for delivery in 2022, Wonder of 
the Seas, was lowered into place at a shipyard in 2019.  
 
“This is not (a situation where) the industry is going to tail off,” Fain said. “I think what 
you’re going to see is the industry will continue to grow. Once we’re past this crisis, 
people will see the value of cruising.” 
 
Among the ships that Royal Caribbean has on order is Wonder of the Seas, which will 
be the new world’s biggest cruise ship when it debuts in 2022. Forecast to measure 
around 230,000 tons, it’s been under construction at the Chantiers de l’Atlantique 
shipyard in St. Nazaire, France, since 2019. 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings president and CEO Frank Del Rio also has made 
comments about his company’s commitment to stay the course with new ship orders. 
 
“We think that we will continue to grow as we bring on these nine incredible ships that 
we have on order,” Del Rio said in November during a conference call with Wall Street 
analysts, referring to vessels on order for the line’s Norwegian, Oceania and Regent 
brands. 
 
In the short term, all of the above lines are facing a situation where they have too many 
ships. They all have said that when cruising resumes, they will restart with just a few 
vessels at first, leaving most of their ships on hiatus. They then will add a few more 
ships to operations every month as they find their footing with both new health protocols 
and also customer demand, they have said. 
 
But the consensus in the industry is that pent-up demand for cruising and favorable 
demographics will mean a relatively quick rebound to the days of all ships sailing and 
sailing full.  Their consensus optimism fails to consider Dr. Martin Pall’s fatal conclusion 
that 5G is an Extinction Level Event.   

https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-ship-orders-on-hold/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/royal-caribbean-cruises-name-change/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/wonder-of-the-seas-cruise-ship-float-out/
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In the meantime, newly completed ships keep piling up. Just last month, MSC Cruises 
took delivery of its 18th vessel, the 4,842-passenger MSC Virtuosa. It currently sits idle 
at a dock in St. Nazaire, France, the shipbuilding town where it was constructed. 
 
Carnival recently took delivery of its biggest ship ever, Mardi Gras, from the Meyer 
Turku shipyard in Turku, Finland. In recent days, it’s been circling in the waters just off 
Barcelona, Spain. 
 
The temporarily-unneeded newcomers join such long-idled new builds as Scarlet Lady, 
the first vessel from startup line Virgin Voyages. It was complete a full year ago but has 
been unable to operate due to the pandemic. It’s currently docked in Civitavecchia, Italy 
— the port for Rome. 
 
The list of new cruise ships that have been completed but unable to sail with 
passengers over the past year also includes ships from Princess, Celebrity, Silversea 
and Lindblad Expeditions. 
 
The 1 number that will tell us when cruising will resume, according to a top cruise 
executive.  When will cruising resume in earnest in North America and elsewhere 
around the world? 
 
The answer is relatively simple, one of the cruise industry’s top executives suggested 
on last Thursday:  When case counts of COVID-19 come down to manageable levels. 
 
“I think the prevalence of the disease in our own country and around the world will be 
the greatest indicator of when we can resume cruising,” Norwegian Cruise Line 
Holdings president and CEO Frank Del Rio told Wall Street analysts during a 
conference call to discuss quarterly earnings. 
 
All but the smallest cruise lines can’t resume departures out of U.S. ports until they get 
approval from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The health 
agency ordered a halt to cruising out of U.S. ports when the coronavirus outbreak was 
declared a pandemic in March 2020. Cruise lines also face a roadblock to a return to 
cruising in the form of the many coronavirus-related travel restrictions that destinations 
around the world have imposed. 
 
But the resolution of both of those hurdles is ultimately dependent on a drop in the 
prevalence of the disease in society, Del Rio suggested. 
 
In short, if cruisers want one indicator to watch for a sense of when cruising will resume, 
it is the case count numbers that are posted every day. 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line operates 17 vessels around the world.  Noting that the numbers 
have been on the decline in recent weeks, Del Rio on Thursday sounded upbeat about 

https://thepointsguy.com/news/carnival-mardi-gras-cruise-ship-delay/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/first-look-scarlet-lady-virgin-voyages/
https://thepointsguy.com/guide/best-cruise-ships-2020/
https://thepointsguy.com/destination/north-america/
https://thepointsguy.com/coronavirus/
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the prospects for a resumption of cruising in North America in the not too distant future 
— perhaps as early as the summer. 
 
“We believe based on all the experts that we talked to … that we’re going to see a 
continuation of the significant drop in cases as we enter spring (and) summer, as we 
continue to vaccinate over 1.5 million Americans a day, as more people get infected and 
recover,” Del Rio said. “So all those things point into a direction where the prevalence 
(of COVID-19) should drop considerably, giving us a better opportunity to restart 
operations.” 
 
New cases of COVID-19 in the U.S. peaked in early January around 300,000 a day and 
have been dropping sharply ever since. About 78,000 new cases were recorded on 
Friday.  The second week of March it had reached a low 51,000.   
 
Still, while far lower than in January, the current pace of new cases remains above 
where it was during the first peak of COVID-19 cases last summer — a period during 
which the CDC did not allow cruising out of U.S. ports. The recent decline in case 
counts also appears to have flattened out in recent days. 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings operates three brands, Norwegian Cruise Line, 
Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven Seas Cruises — none of which have operated a 
single departure since March 2020. 
 
Del Rio noted that as recently as a few months ago, the company was gearing up for a 
restart of cruising in the first quarter of this year. It had begun calling back crew to ships 
and preparing them for a relaunch. 
 
But then cases spiked into the last two months of last year, and the company had to 
reverse course. Crew that had been called back were sent home. Ships were put back 
into long-term layup. 
 
“It proved to be more difficult than we first expected (to restart operations). We … were 
in the middle of a spike in the number of cases,” Del Rio said. “And so it became 
obvious to us that the initial expectation that maybe the industry could begin to cruise in 
the first quarter, which is heavily focused on Caribbean theater of operations, was not 
going to take place.” 
 
With case counts dropping, Del Rio and other cruise executives now are looking to the 
CDC to give them a green light to at least start the process toward a return to 
operations. 
 
In a “framework for conditional sailing” order released in October, the CDC set out a 
roadmap to a resumption of operations that included test cruises that would have to 
take place before cruises with paying passengers restart. But the CDC has yet to issue 
guidelines or approval for operating such test cruises, which means they are on hold for 
now. 

https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/norwegian/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/oceania/
https://thepointsguy.com/news/cdc-lifts-no-sail-order/
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After the test cruises take place, the CDC roadmap calls for an additional 60-day 
process where lines would apply for approval to restart sailings. 
 
Still, Del Rio suggested that 60-day process wasn’t set in stone.  “The conversations 
we’ve been having with (the CDC), it’s not a hard 60 days,” he said. “I think it could be 
less. But how much less? I don’t know. We’ve not received that kind of specificity on 
these guidelines.” 
 
That said, Del Rio estimated that from the moment the CDC gives Norwegian Cruise 
Line Holdings a green light on beginning the test cruise process, it could be around 90 
days until the company has its first vessel back in operation. 
 
This is the reason the line has been canceling sailings about three months out on a 
rolling basis, he suggested. 
 
“I think for planning purposes, we’d like to give ourselves that 90-day window more or 
less,” Del Rio said. “And so we’ve (currently) canceled cruises through the end of May. 
So if you count with your fingers, we’re basically (at) March 1, so (we’ve canceled) all of 
March, all of April, all of May.” 
 
Del Rio suggested the company was waiting to cancel further departures until it was 
sure they can’t operate. In the other words, the company still is holding out at least a 
sliver of hope that a handful of ships could restart operations in June.   
 
“We keep bookings … available as long as we believe there is a chance that we can 
operate,” he said. “We’re always hopeful that the public health situation improves, and 
that we can restart as soon as we possibly can.” 
 
Disney planned to take on a new continent with first cruises to Antarctica.  Watch out, 
penguins of Antarctica. The Mouse is on the way.  Family travel giant Disney plans its 
first cruises to the White Continent beginning later this year, using a chartered vessel, 
the company recently announced. 
 
Disney also plans its first cruises to the Galápagos Islands, starting in 2022 — also with 
a chartered vessel.  Offered by Disney’s touring arm, known as Adventures by Disney, 
the trips will mark the first expedition cruises ever offered by Disney.  Disney until now 
only has offered traditional cruises through its cruising arm, Disney Cruise Line. 
 
Expedition cruising is a specialized type of cruising that involves traveling to remote, 
hard-to-reach places on small, hardy vessels that carry their own landing craft. 
 
Adventures by Disney is a separate division of Disney that is not part of its cruise line. 
It’s primarily known for upscale, family-friendly land tours, but it has offered cruises 
before — on Europe’s rivers. 
 

https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-lines-begin-canceling-alaska-sailings/
https://thepointsguy.com/guide/travel-to-antarctica/
https://thepointsguy.com/disney/
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Disney’s new trips to Antarctica will take place on a vessel operated by Ponant, a 
France-based, upscale cruise line that specializes in expedition cruising. The trips to the 
Galápagos will take place on a locally based vessel called Galápagos Legend. 
 
For all the trips, Disney plans family-focused activities curated by Disney’s travel 
experts. Disney-trained guides and naturalists will lead landings to see wildlife and offer 
onboard discussions about wildlife, animal conservation, photography and more. 
 
Disney initially will offer just two Antarctica voyages, both 11 nights in length. The trips 
will include an overnight stay in Buenos Aires, Argentina, before a flight to Ushuaia, a 
port town at the very southern tip of Argentina, to board a Ponant vessel. 
 
The two Antarctica sailings will take place on Ponant’s Le Lyrial and Le Boréal, which 
are identical vessels that each hold 264 passengers. 
 
Before boarding one of the ships, passengers will spend two days exploring the area 
around Ushuaia, which is part of Patagonia. Sightseeing will include a visit to Tierra del 
Fuego National Park and a ride on the world’s southernmost functioning railway. 
  
Once in Antarctica, the plan is for several days of landings and water exploration by 
rigid inflatable boats that the Ponant ships carry on board. A premium, add-on kayaking 
excursion also will be available.  Tour goers also can add on a three-night, pre-tour 
guided stay in Buenos Aires for an extra charge. 
 
Like many Adventures by Disney tours, the Antarctica cruise is aimed at families with 
older children. The tour company recommends that kids be at least 12 years old to sign 
up and won’t allow those younger than 10 years to book it due to “the duration of the 
trip, potential for extreme weather or sea conditions and the amount of physical activity 
involved,” according to planning details posted on the company’s website. 
 
Reaching Antarctica from Ushuaia involves a two-day crossing of the notoriously rough 
and unpredictable Drake Passage. 
 
Fares for the initial Antarctica voyage start at $12,800 for adults and $11,500 for 
children. 
 
The new Galápagos trips, which will focus heavily on the wildlife of the Ecuador-
controlled islands made famous by Charles Darwin, start at $6,300 for adults and 
$5,600 for children. 
 
In addition to encounters with such iconic Galápagos wildlife as albatross, frigate birds, 
blue-footed boobies, giant tortoises, marine iguanas and Galápagos penguins, 
passengers can expect opportunities to snorkel, kayak and hike during the trips. 
 
Adventures by Disney initially is offering five departures of three different Galápagos 
itineraries for 2022. 

https://www.adventuresbydisney.com/central-south-america/antarctica-patagonia-expedition-cruise/tips-faqs/
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Adventures by Disney in 2022 also will continue to offer river cruises in Europe with 
itineraries along the Danube, Rhine and Seine rivers. The trips take place on river ships 
chartered from AmaWaterways. 
 
All of what is being planned for cruisers sounds fabulous and very appealing to those so 
inclined to cruise as I read their advertising, I can’t say that I would be inclined to go on 
one of these incredible journeys.  Indications are cabin accommodations are going to be 
in great demand.  Why you may have a tough time finding a cabin when cruising in 
North America resumes 
  
Eager to be aboard one of the very first cruises when cruising resumes in North 
America? You’ll be lucky if you get a cabin.  That’s the message being sent to those 
inquiring. 
 
When cruise lines initially restart operations out of U.S. ports, presumably later this 
year, they are likely to only restart with a few ships, each operating at only partial 
capacity, executives at all the major cruise lines have said. That’ll create a squeeze on 
the number of available cabins that could make it hard for would-be cruisers to find 
space. 
 
Indeed, the squeeze could be so sharp that some people who currently have bookings 
on ships for later this year might find their reservations canceled out from under them 
due to limited capacity, a top industry executive suggested on Thursday. 
 
“We’re not going to be able to start (with) all 28 vessels,” Norwegian Cruise Line 
Holdings president and CEO Frank Del Rio told Wall Street analysts during a 
conference call to discuss quarterly earnings. “It’s going to be … maybe one (ship 
launching) a week, something like that, which means that there’s going to be a lot of 
customers who are booked today who will be displaced.” 
 
“It’ll be a situation of “excess bookings, if you will, at the beginning,” Del Rio said. 
 
Del Rio said the displacement of customers with confirmed bookings for the initial period 
after cruising resumes will take two forms. Some passengers will have their reservations 
canceled outright and receive a refund. Others will be moved from ships that aren’t yet 
operating to others that are.   
 
“People will move from the Norwegian Jewel in Alaska to the Norwegian Bliss in Alaska, 
or they’ll move from the Oceania Riviera in Europe to the Oceania Marina in Europe,” 
he said. 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings is the parent company of Norwegian Cruise Line as 
well as sister brands Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven Seas Cruises.  Del Rio 
suggested the number of bookings the company has taken for cruises during the third 
quarter of this year already outstrips the likely supply of cabins that it will have available 

https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/norwegian/
https://thepointsguy.com/cruise/oceania/
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if cruising has resumed by then.  Not sure this is the case with all cruise lines.  I know of 
a family that were told if they cancel and ask for a refund, there is a 20% cancel/refund 
fee, so buyer beware. 
 
“We believe that there are enough bookings today (that) if we never took another 
booking, let’s say, for (the third quarter), assuming a reduced capacity at the start, we 
don’t have to take any more bookings for (the third quarter),” he said. 
 
As more ships come on line in the months after a cruising restart, the cabin-availability 
squeeze will ease and fewer customers will be displaced, Del Rio told the analysts. 
Eventually, the company will hit an equilibrium point where supply catches up with 
demand. 
 
“There’ll be a rebalancing, if you will, at some point, where we do need to start taking 
more bookings, but my guess is that that will be beginning month three, four (after the 
restart),” he said. 
 
An initial imbalance between supply and demand for cruises is one reason that pricing 
for cruises for the second half of this year and into 2022 has remained high. 
 
Echoing comments by Royal Caribbean Group executives earlier in the week, Del Rio 
said bookings for the coming year currently are “well ahead” of where they normally are 
for this time of year at prices that are “inline to up mid-single digits,” when excluding the 
dilutive impact of future cruise certificates. 
 
Del Rio noted that Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings hadn’t yet received guidelines from 
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on how much it would need 
to curtail capacity on ships when cruising initially resumes. The CDC regulates cruise 
ships operating out of U.S. ports and is establishing guidelines for how cruise ships will 
be allowed to return to service. 
 
“For our own internal working purposes, we assume that at the beginning that maximum 
occupancy will be in the 50% range,” he said. But in theory it could be more or less.  
The initial level of such capacity restrictions could have a significant impact on the initial 
supply-and-demand situation for cruises when cruising resumes. 
 
Del Rio made the comments in part in response to questions from Wall Street analysts 
as to just how strong demand was for cruising in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic. 
His responses to such questions were upbeat. 
 
“Of all the things we worry about, filling vessels, generating demand just isn’t one of 
them,” he said in response to a question about demand from a Goldman Sachs analyst. 
“We don’t have a short-term issue … and longer-term business is better than ever.” 
 

https://thepointsguy.com/news/cruise-ship-fares-rising/
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Another question from a Tigress Financial analyst prompted Del Rio to note that 30 
million people who expected to cruise over the past year hadn’t been able to do it, 
creating unprecedented pent-up demand for cruises. 
 
“This is a finite-capacity business. I can’t cruise with 150% occupancy. So there’s going 
to be a squeeze play here,” he said. “You’ve got less supply. You’ve got pent-up 
demand. You’ve got people with money in their pocket. I think this is just the making of 
a boom time for the cruise industry.” 
 
Despite the positive image being projected by sales representatives for the cruise 
industry, all the efforts in the world will not change the predicament the industry faces 
because of 5G wireless energy.  The industry spent hundreds of millions of dollars, to 
install the latest in global coverage for passenger communication, entertainment, and 
wireless.  It became part of the marketing plan two years ago with no cruise line wanting 
to be left out of competition.  The basic problem is that the human body cannot handle 
5G wireless energy at levels higher than 4-GHz, in the range of the so-called “Smart” 
utility meters.  We know that airport body scanners that are used in the 10-GHz range 
resulted in cancer with the body scanner operators.  Cancer deaths among TSA 
operators resulted in replacing the body scanners with newer scanners with greater 
protection. 
 
I should also note the U.S. Navy had over 15,000 cases of the alleged Covid-19 virus, 
and yes, ALL fleet vessels are equipped with the new 5G antenna satellite receivers  
 
5G uses a narrow band millimeter wave signal, and this requires a direct point-to-point 
obstacle free, line of sight and interference of any kind that will diminish signal strength.  
As I have stated previously, a single sheet of copy paper can break the signal.  5G is 
affected by fog, dust, rain, snow, sleet, ice, sea mist, clouds, or anything that breaks the 
signal quality.  So if you are sea and you can’t talk to your boss or a person on an 
important call, you are not likely be happy! 
 
It is a case of trying to operate effectively with the least or lowest use of energy signal 
without causing physical damage to the human using the wireless energy.  Since 
cruising does not occur in ideal environmental conditions, 5G becomes useless unless 
the energy required is “modulated” to the point of overcoming signal interference 
associated with ocean weather conditions.  This becomes the breaking point issue.  
People live in denial that their smart cell phones are not causing health issues, yet at 3-
GHz there is a cumulative effect from the energy entering the brain.  As an example, 48 
hours of continuous cell phone use equates to 1,200 chest X-rays.   
 
The fact that over 2,200 passenger deaths are significant numbers, there will come a 
point that people will wake up and realize that it is not Covid-19 that is making them sick 
or causing their death but in fact it is 5G wireless communications.  The fact that the 
cruise lines have kept this under wraps for this long is astonishing.  In a previous report, 
I noted how hard it was to obtain data on cruise ship deaths for 2020.  The nature of the 
cover-up becomes suspect and should be setting off alarm bells with cruise ship lines 
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management.  So, I do believe they know by now, and are not saying anything, even 
likely imposing a gag on employees discussing 5G as the issue.   
 
In a big development for West Coast cruising, Royal Caribbean on Wednesday, March 
17th, 2021 announced plans to base a ship in Los Angeles — something it hasn’t done 
in a decade.  This development is influenced by the 5G issue, and I will explain. 
 
The world’s largest cruise line said its 3,386-passenger Navigator of the Seas would sail 
year-round to Mexico from the city starting in June 2022, offering a range of three- to 
seven-night voyages. 
 
Royal Caribbean said the voyages would include three-, four- and five-night trips that 
feature a mix of stops in Ensenada and Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, and California’s 
Catalina Island. The ship also will operate some longer, seven-night holiday sailings to 
Mexico.  The voyages will go on sale the week of March 29, the line said. 
 
“We’re excited to return to Los Angeles to add bigger, bolder vacation options along the 
West Coast,” Royal Caribbean president and CEO Michael Bayley said in a statement 
accompanying the announcement. “With a ship like Navigator of the Seas, complete 
with waterslides, activities from day to night and a lineup of restaurants, bars and 
lounges, friends and families alike are in for a memorable getaway.” 
 
Sailing since 2002, Navigator of the Seas isn’t a new vessel. But it underwent an 
unusually massive, bow-to-stern makeover in 2019 designed to transform it into the king 
of short-haul cruises out of its current home, Miami.   
 
The overhaul brought the ship such brag-worthy features as the longest waterslide at 
sea and the only headfirst mat racer waterslide at sea. 
 
The ship also got a completely revamped pool zone complete with a three-level bar 
hangout called The Lime and Coconut. Other changes included the addition of glow-in-
the-dark laser tag (set in the ship’s ice-skating rink during the daytime and offered as an 
activity at no extra charge) and an escape room, plus a bunch of new dining and 
drinking venues. 
 
Royal Caribbean executives have said the changes to Navigator of the Seas were 
designed to wow newcomers to cruising, who often start out with short cruises out of 
Miami. The ship’s move to Los Angeles for short sailings will no doubt help the line bring 
in more first-time cruisers on the West Coast. 
 
In deploying a ship year-round to Los Angeles, Royal Caribbean is going up against 
Carnival Cruise Line, which currently is the leader in cruises out of the Los Angeles area 
by a wide margin. Carnival traditionally has based three ships in the Los Angeles area 
year-round for sailings to Mexico and Hawaii, with departures out of the Port of Long 
Beach.  
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The announcement also comes as cruise lines eye more “close-to-home” sailings in the 
wake of the coronavirus crisis, which has shut down most cruising around the world for 
a year. Short sailings out of Los Angeles that Californians and other West Coasters can 
reach in a few hours by car fit right into that trend. 
 
Los Angeles is one of the biggest cruise hubs on the West Coast. But it doesn’t 
compare in size as a cruise hub to such East Coast cruising centers as Port Miami and 
Port Canaveral in Florida. 
 
This is, in part, due to the limited number of cruise destinations that can be reached in a 
few days of sailings from Los Angeles. Most cruises from Los Angeles are to the West 
Coast of Mexico, known as the Mexican Riviera — a region that has a limited number of 
port towns suitable for cruise ships.   
 
The “close-to-home” statement defines their rational.  They will not be needing the 5G 
range of signal strength needed in far distant points of the northern or southern 
hemisphere, thus relying on existing previous communications adequate for short 
cruises.  Passengers are less likely to use the features of cell, data, and TV in short 
trips spending their time on ship board activities and will provide some cash flow to the 
cruise lines.  While it may not be as exotic as longer cruises, it should bring in needed 
income. The industry has already has experienced seven cruise lines cease operation 
and go bankrupt.  A year without income does no one any good:  cruise operators, stock 
holders, employees, suppliers, port rental docking fees, etc.  There are fixed costs that 
have to be paid for whether a cruise ship is idle or in revenue service.  The clock ticks 
away and while the large operators may be flush with assets; many others are drowning 
in debt. 
 
What becomes the critical factor with 5G is that reinsurers such as Lloyds of London 
and AIG more than a decade ago stated that they would not reinsure claims related to 
5G toxic non-ionizing radiation.  This simply means operators of 5G technology will 
have to self-insure judgment claims that result in legal settlements.  THIS IS THE 
SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT REASON THAT THE TELECOM INDUSTRY FEARS 
BEING EXPOSED IN THE PUBLIC ARENA.  The cruise ship operators are in the same 
boat now that several thousand passengers have died since January of 2020.  This 
technology has been advertised to investors there is a $17-trillion dollar profit potential 
return on their investment.  Folks this is the equivalent of the entire U.S. GDP for any 
recent year.  Cruise ship operators have a vested interest in keeping under cover the 
real cause of their passengers became sick and died from 5G non-ionizing radiation 
sickness.  There are huge conflicts of interest behind the scam perpetuated upon the 
world as Covid-19.  
 
The truth in all of this is that technology has outpaced the ability of humanity to adapt!  If 
I were a lawyer, I would say that there is plenty of room for discovery.  The evidentiary 
basis for litigation began with the debut of “smart” cities in October of 2019.  The cruise 
industry is theoretically “Dead”.  The cruise industry is a victim of wireless technology!   
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Above – The cruise ship Rotterdam turning in to Port Miami sports the distinctive 5G 
white antenna globes on the top deck with at least four of the visible white plastic globes 
that protect the 5G transmitter/receiver antenna from the elements.  
 
Some of you that may have not read my previous articles on the cruise industry 
dilemma need to be brought up to speed to see what has been occurring since late 
2019.  Cruise ships became the first victim of the 5G/Corona virus scandal.  The cruise 
ship operators have wittingly or unwittingly allowed the Covid-19 scamdemic to become 
the scapegoat cover-story for the 5G sickness.  The U.S. Navy has taken the same 
route by following this Covid-19 narrative rather than admitting to the truth about 5G.    
 
Corruption is so bad in government, the rule of law is gone, and so it remains to be seen 
how long the scam can continue before the dam breaks.  Once the truth becomes know 
in sufficient numbers, the continued narrative will be that an invisible virus caused all 
this problem since March 10th, 2020.  I know better since I have been researching and 
studying 5G wireless communications for the six years leading up to the Corona virus 
cover story was the only news people heard!    
 
5G is the real Coronavirus!  This is the short and simple answer to humanity being 
scammed.  The Coronavirus 5G connection doesn’t mean the bioweapons connection is 
false (it’s not a case of either-or) but simply broadens the scope of the entire event.  
Wuhan, China was one of the test cities chosen for the 5G rollout.  5G went live there 
on October 31st, 2019, almost exactly 2 months before the Coronavirus outbreak began. 
 
Meanwhile, many scientific documents on the effects of 5G have verified the 
Coronavirus phenomenon, including how 5G can exacerbate or cause the kind of illness 

https://www.wpxi.com/news/trending/coronavirus-cdc-extends-no-sail-order-cruises-us-ports-until-october/6ATB2MN5OFGLJKYEZSGMF6QMRU/
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you are attributing to the new virus.  The rabbit hole is deep and so stay with me and we 
will take a dive in to explaining what occurred. 
 
5G began as a weapons system.  Many people around the world, including concerned 
citizens, are becoming aware if the danger of 5G.  This is why it has been already 
banned by many places worldwide, such as Brussels, the Netherlands, and parts of 
Switzerland, Ireland, Italy, Germany, the UK, the USA, and Australia. 
 
After all, 5G is not just the next generation of mobile connectivity after 4G; it is a radical 
and entirely new type of technology – a military technology used on the battlefield that is 
now deployed in the civilian world. 
 
It is a phased array weapon being sold and disguised as primarily a communications 
system when the frequency need to send (24-GHz – 100-GHz including millimeter 
(MMW) waves, as used in the Anti-Denial System (ADS) for crowd control. 
 
Remember, directed energy weapons (DEW) are behind the fall of WTC on 9/11 and 
the California “wildfires.”  Numerous scientists have warned of the dangerous health 
effects of 5G.  The range of radiation once labeled as “non-ionizing” (once thought not 
to cause cellular damage in the human body) has now drawn closer scrutiny since it has 
caused cancer with airport scanner stations of TSA employees.  “ionizing” simply means 
to damage DNA and cell division of the body.    
 
Effects include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase in what are known as free 
radicals risk, genetic damages, structural and functional changes of the reproductive 
system, learning and memory deficits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on 
general well-being in humans.  Damage goes well beyond the human race, as there is 
growing evidence of harmful effects to both plants and animals. 
 
If you listen to Mark Steele and Barry Trower, you will get an idea of the horrifying 
effects of 5G.  In 1977, 5G was tested on animals in hopes of finding a weapon.  The 
results were severe demyelination – stripping the protective sheath of nerve cells.  
Some nations are now noticing a 90% loss of insects (including pollinating insects such 
as bees) which tend to congregate around the lamp posts where 5G is installed. 
 
If you dig deep enough, some disturbing connections arise between 5G and the men 
who have developed or developing vaccines for novel viruses like Ebola, Zika, and the 
alleged Covid-19.   
 
In an incredible piece of research, an author under the pen name of Annie Logical wrote 
the article “Corona Virus Fakery And The Link to 5G Testing” that lays out the Corona 
virus 5G connection.  There is a ton of information and so I will break it all down to make 
it more understandable. 
 
From October 18th-27th, 2019, Wuhan hosted the Military World Games and specifically 
used 5G (for the first time ever) for the event.  Also on October 18th, 2019 in New York, 
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the Johns Hopkins Center in partnership with the World Economic Forum (WEF) and 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation hosted Event 201 – “A Global Pandemic 
Exercise” which is a simulation of a pandemic. 
 
Guess what virus they happen to choose for their “simulation”?  A Coronavirus!  Guess 
what animal cells they used?  Pig cells! 
 
Covid-19 was initially reported to be derived from a seafood market, and the fish there 
are known to be fed on pig waste. 
 
Event 201 included the UN (since the WEF now has a partnership with the UN), Big 
Pharma (Johnson & Johnson), Bill Gate (key figure in pushing vaccines, human micro-
chipping and Agenda 2030) and both China and America’s CDC. 
 
Participants in Event 201 recommended that governments force social media 
companies to stop the spread of “fake news” and that ultimately the only way to control 
the information would be for the WHO (World Health Organization, part of the UN) to be 
the sole central purveyor of information during a pandemic. 
 
As reported on January 24th, 2020, U.S. biotech and pharmaceutical company Inovio 
received a $9-million grant to develop a vaccine for the coronavirus.  Inovio got the 
money grant from the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovation (CEPI), however, 
they already have an existing partnership with CEPI, in April, 2018 they got up to $56 
million to develop vaccines for Lassa Fever and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 
(MERS).  
 
CEPI was funded in Davos, Switzerland by the governments of Norway and India, the 
Wellcome Trust, and the participants of Event 201: the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and the WEF.  CEPI’s CEO is the former director of BARDA (U.S. 
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority) which is part of the HHS. 
 
Inovio claimed they developed a coronavirus vaccine in 2 hours!  On the face of it such 
a claim is absurd; what is more likely is that they are lying or that they already had the 
vaccine because they had the foreknowledge that the coronavirus was coming and was 
about to be unleashed. 
 
So who owns and runs Inovio.  The two key men are David Weiner and Dr. Joseph Kim.  
Weiner was once Kim’s university professor.  Weiner was involved in developing a 
vaccine for HIV and Zika. 
 
Kim was funded by Merck (a large Big Pharma company) and produced something 
called Porcine Circovirus (PCV 1 and PCV 2).  As mentioned above, there is a link 
between pig vaccines/pig DNA and the coronavirus; Annie Logical noted that it “has 
long been established  that seafood at the area is fed on pig waste.” 
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Kim served a 5-year tenure as a member of the WEF’s Global Agenda Council – yet 
another organ pushing the New World Order One World Government under the banner 
of Agenda 2030 Global Government.   
 
Weiner is an employee and adviser to the FDA, is considered a DNA technology expert 
and pioneered a new DNA transference method called Electroporation – a micro-biology 
exchange technique which uses an electrical pulse to create or open the pores to cell 
membranes through which substances like chemicals, drugs or DNA can be introduced 
into the cells.  The process uses CRISPR/Cas9 “gene” therapy to modify or change 
one’s DNA.   
 
They do not mention the word “CRISPR/Cas9” because it has been in experimental 
tests since 2013, and has been restricted in its use.  This technique can be used to 
administer DNA vaccines, which inject foreign DNA into a host’s cells that changes the 
host’s DNA.  This means if you take a DNA vaccine, you are allowing your DNA to be 
changed!  You may not recognize what is happening here but it is a global experiment, 
and humanity is the test guinea pig.  I just posted a few days ago on my web page, an 
extensive article on “CRISPR”.  What most of the public is unaware of is that in all the 
earlier animal trials by Pfizer and Moderna, the animal trials were shut down after all the 
test animals died.  I have read two books which I purchased on CRISPR in the past 
three months.  The public is being deceived into taking an experimental “gene therapy” 
which re-writes the DNA.  It has not had government approval for mass use. 
 
As if vaccines weren’t already horrific enough but here’s the kicker: electroporation uses 
pulsed waves of energy.  Guess what else uses pulsed waves?  5G!  That is either a 
startling coincidence or evidence of a sinister coronavirus 5G-connection,  
 
So we can see how geneticists using science are tampering with the building blocks of 
our existence and what is disturbing is that Prof. Weiner is a HIV pioneer and we know 
that soon after the Polio vaccines were given to millions of Africans that HIV emerged.  
They have perfected the art of injecting animal or bird DNA into human chromosomes 
which alters the DNA and causes things like hemorrhaging, fever, cancers and even 
death.  
 
I have previously written about the role of 5G in the matter of Mycoplasma and because 
of its invisible size to most microscopes goes unnoticed by health agencies.  5G 
wireless energy can through this process of Electroporation activate Mycoplasma. 
Mycoplasma is basically a process of decomposition or composting of dead human 
cells.  I will not go into Mycoplasma here and you can read the series I have done on 
this invisible ‘Pac Man’-like pathogen.  If you have ever smelled a dead animal on the 
street or in the woods, this is what is taking place.   
 
The important point of Mycoplasma is that when activated by 5G wireless energy, is that 
death can be made to appear to be the result of other factors or issues of comorbidity 
as in the case of those who were said to have died of Covid-19, most were elderly with 
other related serious health issues which had weakened their overall health and their 
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immune systems.  5G is invisible and can enter the pores of its victims through 
Electroporation and would be missed by attending health physician and specialists.  
Mycoplasma has been a military secret by the U.S. military since 1950, and as a 
bioweapon, it could be used to debilitate life or cause accelerated death through cancer 
and other diseases.  It goes largely unnoticed by health providers since it is one of 
those military secrets that are shrouded by military secrecy.   
 
Speaking of HIV (which is not the same as AIDS; but that is another story), remember 
also that a group of Indian scientists put out their research  that the Covid-19 was man-
made and had HIV inserted.  This discovery has been verified by the 2008 Nobel Peace 
Prize winner for being the real discover of HIV1 Dr. Luc Montangier from France.  Dr. 
Montangier confirmed that 18 fragments of HIV1 had been inserted into the HIV1 
genome.  This has since been confirmed by scientists from Australia, China, France, 
and India.  These 18 cell fragments constituted 80% of the HIV1 payload, an indication 
that the perpetrators were intent on making people sick. 
 
They discovered that 4 separate SARS2 fragments were randomly embedded within the 
Covid-19 virus.  These genes somehow converged to create receptor sites on the virus 
that were identified as HIV1, which was a surprise due to their random placement in the 
genome.   
 
They also specifically stated that this was not likely to happen naturally (“unlikely to be 
fortuitous in nature”).  In yet another example or egregious censorship, these scientists 
were pressured to withdraw their work.  Subsequently to their work, Dr. Luc Montangier 
reviewed their work and confirmed their findings as being correct  and true! 
 
Consider the implications of this for a moment.  The technology exists to use EMFs to 
open your very skin pores and inject foreign DNA into your blood stream and cell DNA.  
This is an extreme violation of your bodily sovereignty, and it can have permanent 
effects, because of genetic mutation – you are re-writing a person’s DNA which is the 
biological blueprint and physical essence of who you are. 
 
What if 5G can do on a large-scale what electroporation does on a small scale?  We 
already know that 5G has the potential to be mutagenic (DNA damaging).  We have not 
begun to think about 5G rained down on the Earth from space.  Consider the “invisible” 
pet fence that keeps a pet from leaving the yard of an owner’s property!  I wrote an 
article on this very practice applied to humans for control purposes.  
 
The frequencies that 5G uses, especially the 30-100-GHz range interact with the 
geometrical structure of skin tissue and sweat glands, by opening them up to external 
transmission reaching an antenna, and fundamentally effecting us and our mood, 
without our knowledge.   
 
That is precisely what happened in Wuhan, China, except it was activated by 5G 
satellite transmission 7,000 miles away in Surrey, UK at the Pirbright Institute, owned by 
the Rothschild dynasty.  As a satellite passed over Wuhan, China, the agents of MI6 
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and the CIA were involved in the hijacking of the new 5G “smart” city base station 
antenna array.  From what I do know, it was made to appear as if there was a technical 
glitz and that a spike of the “modulation” resulted in death of millions using their “smart” 
5G cell phones.  This is supported by the fact that Chinese national telephone company 
had 21-million fewer cell phone accounts by March. 
 
So, what’s at the bottom of the coronavirus-5G connection rabbit hole?  I am saying that 
we will likely find the mandatory vaccine agenda, the depopulation agenda, and 
transhumanist agenda through corrupted DNA modified vaccines. 
 
The key figures and groups who appear to have planned this already have the vaccines 
in place.  Mr. William Gates and Richard Rothschild patented as well as others, the 
Covid-19 virus as many as 8 years before.  In another article, I even included photo-
copies of the patent registry information.  So the facts are there to prove the 
connections.  They did the same for the other epidemics that fizzled out (SARS, Swine 
Flu, Avian Flu, and Zika), each about two years apart.  Weiner even has links to 
HIV/AIDS, and if you dive into that as Dr. Len Horowitz and Jon Rappoport did, you find 
gaping holes in the larger story. 
 
It is the same epidemic/pandemic game played out every two years.  They use a couple 
versions.   In the first version, you invent a virus, hype it up, get people scared, do 
ineffectual and inconclusive tests (e.g. the PCR test which measure if a virus fragment 
is present but doesn’t tell you the quantities of whether it would actually cause the 
disease) inflate the body count, justify quarantine/martial law and brainwash people into 
thinking they have to buy the (toxic) vaccine and introduce mandatory vaccination.  You 
don’t even need a virus or pathogen for this version.  Also, the inventor for the PCR test 
was himself a winner of the Nobel Peace Prize for his invention, yet Dr. Kary B. Mullis is 
on video tape stating that it was not intended for use in determining whether a person 
had a specific pathogen.  He called Dr. Fauci a liar on video tape before he died in 2019 
for Dr. Fauci’s promoting the PCR tests for the Covid-19 virus.  The Chinese-made PCR 
test equipment were ultimately ruled defective with the propensity to give false positives. 
 
In the second version, you create a virus as a bioweapon, release it as a test, pretend it 
was a natural mutation, watch how many people it kills (which helps with the eugenics 
and depopulation agenda), again justify martial law, again justify the need for mandatory 
vaccines and even pose as the savior with the vaccine that stops it. 
 
As a variation on this second version, you can even develop a race-specific bioweapon 
so as to reduce the population of rival nations or enemy races as a geopolitical strategy. 
The deaths of the elderly and disabled are a clear indicator that culling the elderly is part 
and parcel of the larger plan.  We do know that Asians, more than others, and the 
official death count attests to that, although it’s always hard to trust governmental 
statistics.   
 
Annie Logical gave her take on this in a 6-step plan: 
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Step 1) poison the population purposely to create disease that does not and would 
never occur naturally. 
 
Step 2) parlay the purposely created disease as being caused by something invisible, 
outside the realm of control or knowledge of the average person. 
 
Step 3) create a basic vaccine or medication that was always intended to further poison 
the population into an early grave. 
 
Step 4) parlay the vaccine or medication poisoning as PROOF of the disease, which 
never existed, is much worse than anticipated. 
 
Step 5) increase the initial poisoning, which is marketed as a fake disease, and also 
increase the vaccine and medication poisoning, to start piling the bodies into the 
stratosphere. 
 
Step 6) repeat as many times as possible upon an uninformed population because 
killing a population this way (the art of having people line up to commit suicide with 
poison vaccines, (this is known as a “soft kill” method).  And is the only legal way to 
make sure such eugenic operations can be executed on mass and in plain sight. 
 
DNA vaccines are a disturbing new advancement for transhumanism.  After all, the 
objective of the transhumanism agenda is to merge man with machine into cyborgs.  
And in doing so, wipe out what fundamentally makes us human, so we can be 
controlled and overtaken by a deeply deprave sinister evil force. 
 
It’s all about changing us at the fundamental level, or attacking human sovereignty, 
itself.  DNA vaccines fit right in with that – literally changing your DNA by forcefully 
inserting foreign DNA to change your genetics, with consequences no one could 
possibly fully foresee and predict. 
 
Finally, there is another Coronavirus connection with 5G.  The word Coronavirus itself 
refers to many kinds of viruses by that name, not just Covid-19.  Guess who owns a 
patent for a coronavirus strain?  The Pirbright Institute located in Surrey, UK.  And 
guess who is partially invested in and owns them?  Bill Gates!  Isn’t it interesting how 
that name keeps coming up in this global plan to depopulate society.   
 
As you know from my previous articles, Pirbright Institute is being supported in their 
vaccine development endeavors by a British company Innovate UK who also funds and 
supports the roll out of 5G.  Innovate UK ran a competition in 2018 with a £15 million 
share out to any small business that could produce vaccines for ‘epidemic’ potential. 
 
History has shown that in cases of epidemics (or fake epidemics) there is almost always 
a morass of conflicting reports and contradictory information.  In such situations, it can 
be very difficult to get to the bottom of the matter and find the truth.  The truth comes 
from the different motivations of nations, governments and other interested groups. 
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Essentially, there are two main motivations: the motivation to hype (exaggerate and use 
fear to grab attention, sell something, make a group look bad/incompetent, make people 
scared, make the public accept vaccination and martial law) and the motivation to down 
play (cover up and hide the true extent of damage, morbidity or mortality so as to 
appear competent and in control, to lessen possible anger, backlash, or disorder). 
 
Sometimes, these two motivations may drive the behavior of the same group, e.g., in 
the case of the Chinese government, it has the motivation to hype (to get people afraid 
so they easily follow its own draconian quarantine rules) and the motivation to downplay 
(so to appear in the eyes of its people and the rest of the entire world to have the 
situation under control, to ensure saving face, credibility and a good reputation). 
 

Final Thoughts on the Coronavirus 5G Connection 
Governments around the world have experimented with bioweapons both on their own 
people and foreign citizens, and even sold that same research to other governments for 
their own benefit (e.g. Japan’s notorious Unit 731 which developed bioweapons in 
China, only to hand over the research to the U.S. after losing World War 2). 
 
The evidence that Covid-19 is a bioweapon is overwhelming – and so is the evidence 
that 5G is involved to either cause the flu-like symptoms/pneumonia people have been 
experiencing, and/or to exacerbate the virility of the virus by weakening people’s 
immune systems and subjecting them to pulsed waves of EMF to open their skin to 
foreign DNA fragments (including viruses). 
 
Under the 1992 Rio Summit, many of the countries attending signed an agreement to 
reduce their national population.  How that would be done was another matter for the 
UN to decide.  The United States and other countries began aerial spraying shortly after 
that “Sustainability Development” summit in Rio was over.  The United States began its 
geo-engineering program through what are commonly called “Chemtrails”.  By 1996, the 
entire country was being sprayed like cock roaches 24/7/365.  Among the chemtrail 
poison soup mix were aluminum, barium, strontium, and mycoplasma.  The complete 
list of nanoparticles contained in the chemtrail soup is much longer but these four are 
some of the most dangerous to life form.   
 
In this kind of scenario, there are no major coincidences – only connections and 
conspiracies waiting to be uncovered.  The take-home in all of this, if your planning on a 
cruise vacation, you might want to forget a cruise. 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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